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Abstract. The PANDA experiment at FAIR/GSI will measure charmonium states with precision
in formation. The pp̄ experiment E835 measured ηc � γγ at Ecm � 2.9 GeV/c2 in scanning mode,
with considerable background from pp̄ � π0π0 and pp̄ � π0γ (maximum peak-to-background of
1:1). This work presents a simulation study of the same channel, in the region � cosθcm ��� 0 � 25,
performed for the Letter of Intent of PANDA. A signal-to-background ratio of 5 � 4 � 0 � 4 � 1 � 1 was
predicted at 10.3% detection efficiency, and 1 � 9 � 0 � 1 � 0 � 4 at 11.6% detection efficiency.

INTRODUCTION

In the quark model, the ηc is identified as the 1 1S0 groundstate of charmonium and
it is the only heavy quarkonium groundstate that has been measured.1 Knowing its
parameters is important for the understanding of QCD models. The mass split between
the J � ψ (triplet) and ηc (singlet) S-wave charmonium is a powerful test of details in
potential models [1] [2] [3] [4] and lattice QCD combined with nonrelativistic QCD [5]
[6].

Two-photon widths was one of the first applications of perturbative QCD, where
pQCD was assumed to be applicable due to the short-distance nature of the annihilation
process (see [7] and references therein). The decay process is relatively simple and
predictions should be possible to make [8] [9].

Since the ratio between two-photon electromagnetic decay and annihilation into two
gluons depends only on the couplings [10], the width can be used to extract the strong
coupling constant:

Γ 	 ηc 
 gg �
Γ 	 ηc 
 γγ �� 9 �αQCD 	 mc ��� 2

8α2
QED

�
1 � 8 � 2αQCD 	 µ �

π ��� (1)

where µ is the renormalization scale, and, for all practical purposes, the two-gluon
annihilation corresponds to the full hadronic width.

Measuring ηc is a challenge: in e � e � -experiments only JPC � 1 ��� states, such as J � ψ
and ψ � , can be formed directly and decays into ηc have only small branching ratios.2 The
ηc can also be formed in photon-photon fusion3 or produced in B-meson decay, but a
precision measurement relies on detector resolution. In p p̄ annihilations, the ηc can be

1Measured both in J � ψ decays and in proton-antiproton annihilation.
2BR � J � ψ � γηc ��� � 1 � 3 � 0 � 4 � % and BR � ψ � � γηc � � � 2 � 8 � 0 � 6 � ! 10 " 3 [11].
3This is a central process, where the energy of the photons cannot be tuned.



TABLE 1. EMC parameters within the software framework, IP stands for interaction
point.

Sub-detectors Barrel, forward and backward end-caps
Inner barrel radius 50 cm
Distance from IP to forward end-cap 1.15 m
Distance from IP to backward end-cap 0.6 m
Forward end-cap hole 7 � 5 � (15 cm)
Material PbWO4
Crystal length 15 cm
Total cluster energy threshold >20 MeV
Maximum single crystal energy in cluster >20 MeV
Single crystal energy threshold >10 MeV
Crystal size 3.5 ! 3.5 cm2

Space between crystals 2 mm

reached in formation mode (from annihilation) and precision measurements of mass,
width and cross section can be performed by energy scanning, where the resolution is
determined by the beam parameters.

The overall p p̄ 
 ηc formation cross section is � 7 µb [12] with a continuum hadronic
background of � 50 mb. By choosing to search in electromagnetic decay modes, as in
the E835 p p̄ 
 ηc 
 γγ measurement, most background is reduced.

Similar measurements, scanning over charmonia and detection in two-photon decay
modes, will be performed at PANDA. PANDA will be a fixed target p p̄ experiment
with a central and a forward multipurpose detector [13]. It is important to establish,
before construction, that the detector will be able to measure selected physics channels
with unprecedented precision and background reduction. For this reason, the present
simulation study of the background rejection for p p̄ 
 γγ was performed for the Letter
of Intent of PANDA.

SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

The following simulations were performed in the PANDA software environment in the
autumn of 2003: panda tag v1-02, Geant4.5.2.p02, CLHEP-1.8.0.2, ROOT-3.05.07 and
gcc-2.95. The barrel electromagnetic calorimeter, but not the forward calorimeter, was
implemented within this framework (table 1).

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIGNAL: ηC
� 2γ

The cross section for p p̄ 
 ηc 
 γγ was measured by E835 at Fermilab in scanning. The
overall branching ratio was found to be B 	 p p̄ 
 ηc ��� B 	 ηc 
 γγ � � 22 � 4 � 10 � 8 [12].
The differential cross section in the angular region � cosθcm ��� 0 � 2 was approximately
dσ � d cosθcm � 200 pb. The angle θcm is defined as the momentum angle between one
of the photons and the beam axis in the p p̄ centre of momentum system (CMS). With
two identical particles, the cross section is by necessity symmetric and therefore defined



TABLE 2. Properties of ηc [11].

Mass 2979.7 MeV/c2

Width 16 MeV
JPC 0 "��
B � ηc � γγ � 3 � 0 ! 10 " 4

B � ηc � pp̄ � 1 � 2 ! 10 " 3

only at positive cosθcm. A sample with 10 000 ηc 
 γγ events was generated according
to isotropic phase space4 at a CMS energy of 2.9797 GeV (for ηc properties see table
2). The generated angular distribution within the laboratory system is shown in figure
1(a). The hole in the forward end cap of the barrel calorimeter is ellipsoidal with 10

�

opening in the horizontal plane and 5
�

in the vertical. In 3 � 0% of the events at least one
of the photons hits a forward cone of 5

�
and in 11 � 6% of the events at least one photon

hits a forward cone of 10
�
. The real experimental PANDA setup will include a forward

electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), which was not implemented in these simulations.
The forward EMC, which will cover the forward hole, will however improve both the
detection efficiency and the background reduction.

The particles were propagated within the Geant4-model of the detector where all cen-
tral detectors inside the calorimeter are inserted as active material. Pair production pro-
cesses, where charged tracks are created from the photon in the material between the
interaction point and detection, are simulated in Geant4. The number of charged tracks
from pair production is very low: in about 96% of the events no charged tracks are
registered. In somewhat less than 70% of the events, exactly two photons are detected.
Exactly two neutral and zero charged tracks were required in the selection of ηc candi-
dates. The problem with extra neutral clusters will probably � at least partly � be solved
by improvement of the cluster finding algorithm for the calorimeter, like the ability to
merge split-offs. In E835, additional photons outside the time window of

�
10 ns or “un-

determined” photons were allowed, to avoid rejection of a genuine signal event due to
accidental event overlap.

The missing energy ∆E was defined as the known centre of momentum (CM) energy
of the p p̄-system subtracted by the energy of the ηc-candidate in the p p̄ CM system. The
missing momentum ∆p was defined as the difference in the magnitude of the momenta
of the two photons in the p p̄ CM system. The distribution of ∆E and ∆p for the simulated
ηc sample is shown in fig. 1(b). Both true and false γγ combinations enter into the graph.
A requirement on small ∆E automatically limits the values of ∆p to close to zero.

BACKGROUND GENERATION

The three background sources: π0π0, π0γ and continuum γγ were sufficient to account
for all the background at the E835 ηc measurement [12]. The continuum process was
very small: p p̄ 
 γγ has a cross section of less than 4 pb in the region cosθcm � 0 � 2

4The decay of a J � 0 state is isotropic (constant in cosθcm).
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FIGURE 1. (a) Photon angular distribution in the laboratory system for ηc � γγ . Before detector
simulation. (b) The deviation in energy (y-axis ∆E [GeV]) and momentum (x-axis ∆p [GeV/c]) for ηc-
candidates. See text for definitions.

[12]. There is no way to separate this signal from the resonant ηc signal and generally
the two contributions interfere. Since the continuum γγ production is very small, only
the two most important background sources are investigated: π 0π0 and π0γ .

The ηc decays isotropically. This is however not the case for the π0π0 and the π0γ
states, which have large higher wave components at these energies [14]. The background
cross sections are strongly forward-backward peaked, which is the reason why the
E835 measurement focused on the region � cosθcm � � 0 � 2, where the background is less
prominent.

To focus on the region where the expected signal-over-background ratio is maximal,
only events with photons at large angles to the beam axis � cosθcm � � 0 � 25 are considered
in this simulation study.5 Within this angular region the cross section for π0π0 and
π0γ can be considered to be fairly constant. The cross sections for π 0π0 and π0γ were
obtained from integration (table 3) of figure 11 and 12 in [14] .

E835 found that the faked ηc signals originated mainly from events with asymmetric
π0 decays, where one photon has low energy and can escape detection, while the other
carries almost all the pion momentum. This means that the π0γ and π0π0 events with
� cosθcm � � 0 � 25 constitute the major part of the fake ηc signals with � cosθcm � � 0 � 25.

Isotropic distributions over the full phase space were generated and the interaction
with the detector was simulated in Geant4. The full PANDA detector description was
used for rejection of background but only events (signal and background) where the
photons of the ηc candidates fulfilled � cosθcm � � 0 � 25 were considered as detected.

5In the real experiment, the differential cross section will be determined with a varying signal-to-
background ratio over the full phase space.



TABLE 3. Cross sections integrated over � cosθcm � � 0 � 25.

Reaction σ σ -scaling Sim. Events Event Scaling
ηc 50 pb 1 10 000 1
π0γ 2.5 nb 50 50 000 10.0
π0π0 25 nb 500 610 000 8.2

EVENT SELECTION

Simulated events fulfilling the restrictions listed in table 4 were selected as ηc candidate
events. The demand of exactly two neutral tracks and no charged tracks within the
time frame of the event could reduce the data-set significantly without the excellent
time resolution which is foreseen for PANDA. Unfortunately, event overlap was not
implemented in the simulation package and this effect could not be investigated. In the
reaction p p̄ 
 π0π0, the fraction of events with exactly two neutral tracks is 5% and in
p p̄ 
 π0γ it is close to 20%.

The ηc 
 γγ is a back-to-back event in the ηc rest frame. Therefore the signal-to-
background ratio is sensitive to requirements on the angle between the photons in the
p p̄ centre of momentum system, θγγ (table 5). The angular distributions for the three
samples are presented in 2(a)–2(c).

The invariant mass distribution mγγ of the simulated ηc events that fulfil the require-
ments in table 4, is shown in figure 2(d). When the background is scaled so as to cor-
respond to the same integrated luminosity and added to the dataset, the invariant mass
distribution in figure 3(a) and 3(b) is obtained. The white area corresponds to ηc events,
the gray/green to γπ0 and the black to π0π0 events.

The figures were generated with 10 000 isotropically distributed ηc events of which
one fourth is in the chosen region of phase space and about half of those are detected
(i.e. � 12.5% of the total).

The ragged curve of figure 3(a) and 3(b) indicates that a simulation study with more
background statistics needs to be performed. There are namely very few background
events that survive the cuts, and when we scale the background with respect to the cross
section, the total curve becomes ragged. Signal-to-background ratio and efficiencies are
listed in table 5.

UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATE

For each population, i � ηc, γπ0, π0π0, the statistical uncertainty was estimated under
the assumption that the selected sample follows a binomial distribution σ 2

i � npq � Ni
and that the three samples were uncorrelated.6 The error propagation into the signal-to-

6The standard naming convention is used, σ is the standard deviation, n the number of pp̄ annihilations
that occur, p the probability that the event comes from the chosen channel and passes as an ηc candidate,
q � 1 � p is the probability that it does not and Ni the number of events in the final sample.
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FIGURE 2. The distribution of cosθγγ in the pp̄ rest frame. For (a) ηc events, (b) π0γ events and (c)
π0π0 events. Frame (d) shows the invariant mass mγγ of selected events in the simulated ηc data sample
[GeV/c2].

background ratio S � B is

σ 2 � ∑
i � signal � background

�
δ 	 S � B �

δ i � 2

σ 2
i � (2)

Inserting the expression S � B � Nηc � 	 Sπ0γ Nπ0γ � Sπ0π0Nπ0π0 � , for the signal-to-
background ratio, the statistical uncertainty estimate becomes

σ 2 � Nηc�
Sπ0γNπ0γ � Sπ0π0Nπ0π0 � 2 � N2

ηc

�
S2

π0γNπ0γ � S2
π0π0Nπ0π0 �	 Sπ0γNπ0γ � Sπ0π0Nπ0π0 � 4 � (3)



TABLE 4. Requirements in the ηc event selection. The
energy calibration for photon detection was slightly low,
thereby the shift in the pion reduction cut.

Exactly two neutral tracks
No charged tracks
No pion candidates: �mγγ � mπ � 10 MeV ��� 25 MeV
Energy difference between pp̄ and Eηc in
pp̄ CM-system ∆E � 0 � 4 GeV
Momentum of ηc candidate in pp̄ CM-system
pCM � 0 � 4 GeV/c
Angle between the two photons in the pp̄ CM-system
cosθγγ � � 0 � 9999
Angle of momentum in pp̄ CM-system� cosθcm � � 0 � 25

TABLE 5. Efficiency and signal-to-
background ratio for different require-
ments on the angle between the photon
momenta in the pp̄ CM system. The ηc
candidates were required to be in the mass
range 2.74 GeV/c2 � Mγγ � 3.0 GeV/c2.

cosθ ηc eff. Signal/Background
-0.9999 10 � 3% 5.4 � 0.4
-0.999 11 � 6% 1.9 � 0.1
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FIGURE 3. Signal in the angular region � cosθCM � � 0 � 25 with the cut (a) cosθγγ � � 0 � 9999 and (b)
cosθγγ � � 0 � 999. The white area corresponds to ηc events, the gray/green to γπ0 and the black to π0π0

events.



where S are the scaling factors for the event samples (table 3). The statistical uncertain-
ties from simulation are presented in table 5. The most important contribution is the low
background statistics and as a consequence large scaling factors.

Systematic uncertainties are more difficult to estimate. The uncertainty in the E835
measurement of the ηc-resonance is one source. The branching B 	 ηc 
 p p̄ � � B 	 ηc 

γγ � � 	 22 � 2 � 3 � 8� 3 � 7

�
2 � 0 � � 10 � 8 has a relative uncertainty of 20% (σtot � � σ 2

stat � σ 2
syst � ).

The uncertainties in the measurement of the differential cross section for π 0γ and π0π0,
on the other hand, should be negligible compared to other error sources.

E835 found that only background events with � cosθcm � � 0 � 25 were misidentified
as ηc candidates in the same angular region, an assumption which should be valid for
PANDA as well. If this is not the case, the extrapolation of the differential cross section
of the π0π0 and π0γ into forward and backward angles is a source of error. Another
general background source in the E835 measurement was overlaying events within the
same time window. This is an issue which has not yet been investigated in PANDA and
which has to be solved.

To conclude: the systematic uncertainty in the prediction which comes from the ηc
cross section measurement and is 20%. The effect of overlaying events is currently
unknown but could be important.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The signal reaction p p̄ 
 ηc 
 2γ and the background reactions, p p̄ 
 π0π0 
 4γ
and p p̄ 
 π0γ 
 3γ , were simulated in the PANDA software framework. The full
PANDA detector model was used for background rejection, but only the events with
� cosθcm � � 0 � 25 were considered as detected. The assumed cross sections, the number
of simulated events and the scaling factors between event samples are listed in table 3.
The event selection in table 4 was applied. The signal-to-background ratio was sensitive
to requirements on the angle between the momenta of the two photons in the p p̄ centre
of momentum system (table 5). The best signal-to-background ratio obtained in this
simulation was 5.4

�
0 � 4 �

1 � 1, at a detection efficiency of 10% (table 5).
The integrated luminosity in the ηc scan at E835 was 18.9 pb � 1 [12]; this corresponds

to 27 hours of beam time at the future HESR, with a luminosity of 2 � 1032 cm � 2s � 1.
The plots in this study include 10 000 events, which for a cross section of 200 pb
corresponds to a run time of 11 days at HESR luminosities and more than five times the
E835 statistics. The E835 measurement included 190 signal events and 610 background
events in the mass region between 2995 ��� s [MeV] � 3010, and their maximum peak-
to-background ratio was � 1 to 1.

Differences between the simulated detector model and the real detector will of course
change the signal-to-background ratio: extra material in the real detector compared to the
simulation and event overlap, which is not yet simulated, might degrade the background
reduction capability and the detection efficiency. However, the future inclusion of the
PANDA forward detector, which was not implemented in the simulation, will improve
both background reduction and detection efficiency compared to this simulation.

To sum up, the next generation detector, PANDA, should be able to do better than the



last generation, E835. It should be able to give a better measument of the ηc itself, of
similar two-photon decays, and of the strong coupling constant in this regime.
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